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Winter descends on D.C; tonight — 
smogtastic possible, but minimal accumulation
Buffalo, N.Y., in the midst of a truly insane lake effect snow storm
Yes, naming winter storms is a better idea if more organizations got on board?
Sun ejects intense, X-class flare, signaling increase in solar activity
No, Donald Trump, the existence of fall does not disprove global warming

challenges
Confidence level for every forecast

“Boom” and “bust” potential

Rigorous self analysis post-storm

If we blew it, we say it

The weekend storm – some commentary

- It was the antithesis of public service when the 30 inch snowstorm graphic was posted & hyped last week. It continues to be the antithesis of public service.
- Yesterday, we continued to receive more inquiries about the “weekend storm” from the general public vs. the very real threat of the major ice storm that was almost upon us.
- These calls often involved those who were worried about travel/meeting plans involving friends & family. This is all needless worry imposed upon the public by some very thoughtless behavior. Do not reinforce that thoughtless behavior by spreading the rumor. It was nonsense then; its nonsense now.